Introduction
These demonstrations show the current results of the DEVS-based platform called MECSYCO (Multi-agent Environment for Complex SYstems CO-simulation), formerly named AA4MM (Agents & Artifacts for Multi-Modeling[1]), in the context of smart grids simulation with different use cases based on real scenarios.
This work (described in [2]) results of MS4SG (Multi-Simulation for Smart-Grids), a joint project between LORIA-INRIA and EDF R&D which aims at providing attractive technological solutions to test new distributed algorithms (e.g. advanced voltage management) or original operating mode (e.g. islanding) before their use in real prototypes and even in the real networks.
Smart Grid Simulation
The modeling and simulation of a smart grid system should integrate different domains of expertise (at least: power grid; communication; and information and decision systems). In MS4SG, each domain uses different tools; and, in the same domain, several different tools may have to cohabit. domain may use or OMNeT++[7] depending on the protocols requirements; and decision systems can be modeled with UML-oriented tools such as Enterprise Architect [8] .
The central problem is then the multi-simulation that intends to simulate the whole as the coordinated simulation of several heterogeneous and interacting simulators. Handling heterogeneity and enabling the interaction between components can be envisaged at different levels such as the one of formalisms, of time management, of information representation, etc.; with the constraint of integrating co-simulation norms and standards.
The solution we adopted is based on a meta-modeling approach with multiagent concepts (Agents and Artifacts [9]) to describe a heterogeneous multi-model. These concepts are formalized with DEVS[10] (Discrete Event System Specification) operational specifications. The DEVS formalism ensures the integration of different formalisms with simulation algorithms. We chose as simulation algorithm the parallel conservative DEVS simulator based on the Chandy-Misra algorithm [11] that enables a decentralized execution. We exploited its possibility by implementing the concepts either in C++ or in Java.
The resulting middleware, MECSYCO, is able to integrate the different kinds of heterogeneity of the smart grid use cases and to simulate the whole in a decentralized way.
The Concept-Grid Use Case
The demonstration is a use case, Concept-Grid, that combines electrical models and communication network models with a decisional system model. These three kinds of model correspond to the three main fields of smart grids. This use case was tested with a real life demonstrator stated at EDF Lab Les Renardières and named Concept-Grid. This demonstrator includes an MV/LV electrical grid with five real houses enabling measurements to compare with the simulation results. A general overview of the use case is described in Fig. 1 . It corresponds to a load shedder with a cascado-cyclic algorithm and five consuming houses.
